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j safeguards approach was developed in support of the IAEA Programme for the
Development of Safegi ards for the Final Disposal of Sperit Fuel in Geologic Repositories
(&/ &Ok). t he propoi ed safeguards approach is based on a generic facility which incorporates
fea uresj of conditioning; facility designs currently proposed in the participating Member States.
Thu safi$#uariis approach was designed to address the most difficult to safeguard design features
faei: lg c'4rtside|red. The goal of the development process was to identify an effective safeguards
apj roach that efficientl; i uses IAEA resources and could be tailored to specific facilities by
sel< ctin£ fronji the identified safeguards measures those that would apply to the given facility, The
cor ditidrtfng facility provides the last practical opportunity for direct verification of the spent fuel
befprelitJB enjiplaoed to the geologic repository.

p ie generic facility design that w&s used includes the consolidation of fuel pins, which is
the activity o\ greatest nafeguards concern in the conditioning process. The schematic diagram of
the generic conditioning j facility (Fig. 1) shows the flows of materials through the facility and the
int« mei {Eunctfonat subdivisions of the facility.
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Hn developing the safeguards approach, the diversion scenarios developed under preceding
jfr^ramme t< sks were utilized and safeguards measures to detect each scenario were

ide ntifî d. Although afl of the scenarios might not be practical for a given conditioning facility
da ign, jeach ^ccnario vr&B possible for one or more of the conditioning facility designs being
copsidetad by the Stat< s participating in the SAGOR Programme,

After identifica ion of the potential detection methods and candidate safeguards
approaches, the potential safeguards approaches were evaluated to determine the optimal
app1 roadh. The goal in the final step was !to minimize the impact of the safeguards approach on
the' operation' of the facility, to minimize the resources required of the IAEA, and to provide a
high lev̂ el of Assurance that the quantity of spent fuel received at the conditioning facility was
trajisferf^ from the facility to the geologic repository in disposal casks,

tlihe general des|ign of the safeguards approach results from the difficulty to perform
measurementjs on the spent fuel in the conditioning facility. The technical options for verifying
spc nt fuel quantities are very limited, particularly once the spent fuel assembly is no longer an
inti ct i?t verifiable item!. In the absence of attributes measurements, the need for highly effective
coi taih&ent tad surveillance activities and design information verification is paramount. The
dri 'ing factor, is the overwhelming cost, of recovering from a loss of continuity of knowledge.
Op sraf drs of the conditioning facility will be highly resistant to opening a disposal cask to permit
cot firrh liion jof the cor tents, if subsequent inspections result in a determination that acceptable
coi taihment And survei lance was not maintained. The design of the safeguards approach contains
suf fcidi t redundancy a id ruggedness to provide a very high level of assurance that a potential
div ittib i of spent fuel • vould be detected and that the continuity of knowledge of the spent fuel
coi tenjt established at t ie point of the last verification measurement is not lost because of the
failjire idrk component bf the safeguards System.
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